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PREFACE AND OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

This report covers the mission and scope of work of the contract with the United States Department of Commerce (USDOC) Office of Technology, the principals involved, the methodology used, the cities and states visited and the results of our study.

The contract was let by United States Department of Commerce through KT Consulting to the University of Illinois on behalf of the University of Illinois Springfield. The contract was effective from November 21, 2006 to September 30, 2007; however, a thirty day extension of the contract was agreed upon by all parties.

The Performance Work Statement (PWS) focused on “Identifying the Barriers to Nanotechnology Commercialization”. “Identifying the Barriers to Nanotechnology Commercialization” project at the Technology Administration required the Contractor’s support in understanding how nanotechnology is currently being applied commercially. The purpose of the study is to identify barriers that constrain or hinder the commercialization of nanotechnology.

This study and the data information offers policymakers a stronger basis for informed policymaking for the purpose of ensuring that the United States, US-owned companies, and American workers can best capitalize on the strong R&D foundation. The United States has invested both capital and effort into nanotechnology basic research and is beginning to realize increased commercial applications.

The charge was to assist the Technology Administration and the Under Secretary of Commerce for Technology, Robert Cresanti, in identifying and addressing the barriers to commercializing nanotechnology. This report addresses barriers to nanotechnology commercialization as reported by study participants in roundtable discussions, focus groups, interviews, and a review of publicly available reports on the current state of nanotechnology research and commercialization. Based on the findings, recommendations have been formulated to address the barriers to nanotechnology commercialization and are included in this report. The underlying data was collected from a wide range of key nanotechnology stakeholders including members of the National Nanotechnology Initiatives, university centers, scientists, researchers, venture capitalists, alliances and private companies.
Methodology for Research

Primary data for this research was obtained directly from roundtable and focus group discussions and participant interviews. Court reporters, audio tapes, and notes were utilized to record comments and data from participants.

Focus groups, roundtables, interviews and field visits occurred in the following locations:

Atlanta, Georgia
Winston Salem, North Carolina
Palo Alto, California
Chicago, Illinois
Little Rock, Arkansas
Arlington, Texas
Boston, MA
Albany, NY
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y.
National Institute of Standards Technology (N.I.S.T)
Philadelphia, PA
Portland, Oregon
Washington, DC

Participants involved in the research were venture capitalists, nano business representatives of large and small businesses, scientists, academics, public officials and researchers. Elected and appointed officials were present during several forums.

The roundtable forum leaders facilitated conversations between the participants. The team forum coordinator also solicited the participants’ point of view. One positive outcome that resulted from the process was our ability to connect people that were in the same region but did not previously know each other.

An example of this was a conversation that occurred between a regional representative of the Federal Drug Administration and a scientist who was doing work on human tissue research in the same region. They were not aware of each other’s work in nanotechnology prior to the exchanges in these meetings. In the exchange at our meeting, the scientist stated he was having a difficult time communicating with the Washington-based FDA on his work. The two decided to speak after the session. The interchange may have demonstrated an opportunity for overcoming a barrier to commercialization if, in fact, the research had an application in fostering tissue improvement.
Four categories of topics were distributed to participants prior to meetings and they were:

- Capital Issues/Market Readiness
- Regulation/Environmental, Health & Safety Issues
- Public Attitudes and Perceptions
- Other Issues (Workforce, Standards, Manufacturing, Infrastructure)

Participants were informed that these general topics were beginning points for discussions and that each participant was free to discuss their area of expertise and their important subjects constraining nanotechnology commercialization.

After the Portland, Oregon roundtable, a nine page list of questions was developed and distributed to participants prior to subsequent meetings. Participants were informed that the list of questions was merely a beginning point and that each should discuss what they considered major barriers to nanotechnology commercialization.

A great amount of important information was obtained by the team that may well have an impact on future public policies dealing with this subject matter. The information includes issues such as immigration policies, research and development funding, government intervention for startup firms, private funding sources, tax policies, safety and health issues, and public perception management.

The results of this study will bring into focus the challenges facing the need for specialized workforce skills, education policies that affect primary, secondary education and graduate studies and the need for establishing a national policy on education and training concerning this field.

Furthermore, the results will explore the regulations that affect patent and copyright methods and issues; environmental issues, safety and health issues; standards and measurements issues as well as our future competitive standing in the world.

The current status of nanotechnology commercialization was investigated. Research was conducted by reviewing publicly available reports. A paper summarizing the findings was developed and sent to the Department of Commerce. It should be noted that nano science and technology are advancing quickly; therefore, the status of nano technology commercialization is rapidly changing. Also, it was determined through the roundtables, focus groups, and
interviews that a number of products which are not listed as nanotechnology are nano technology commercials products.

Audio recordings, written records or notes were employed for roundtables, focus groups and interviews. The summary interview report categorizes comments to reduce redundancy, lists issues separately and identifies barriers where possible.

The list of those who worked with the Team to convene focus groups and the roundtables and the names of individuals who participated is included with the report. The only exclusion of names or comments occurs when an individual did not allow the Research Team permission to use their name and/or make attribution by name to comments.

This study also compiled a thorough search of existing literature on the topic. It is as current as we could determine. However, since this is a swift-moving science, there may be many types of literature being published as we write this report.

This research is an important step in providing data to policymakers, scientists, practitioners and the public on how the United States can benefit from the nanotechnology revolution.

Relevant Barriers to Nanotechnology Commercialization

1. Time between research and commercialization is estimated to be 3 to 10 years. Venture capitalists and other sources of funding find this time factor to be a detriment.
2. The so-called “Valley of Death” is the often fatal interlude between scientific results of the researcher and initial funding for proto-typing and commercialization. The scientists may publish results and not be interested in commercialization. As often happens, where there is interest or not in commercialization, the common comment is that for every dollar invested into basic research, which is critical to the U.S.'s competitive strength, almost one hundred dollars is required for a competitive product to be produced. The commercialization of nanotechnology scientific investment has little relationship to the hi-tech dot.com, software commercialization paradigm. This is a serious gap between research and commercialization that must be addressed by government agencies and the venture capitalists.
3. Lack of proper infrastructure (labs, equipment, measuring devices, etc.) hinders the growth of small business and researchers. The infrastructure needed is very expensive. Furthermore, equipment becomes quickly outdated due to the major advances in technology.
4. Lack of usage of federal and university laboratories and equipment hurts small businesses that can't afford this infrastructure.
5. Many of the employees or scientists are foreign nationals. They are not allowed access to federal labs in most cases.
6. Small businesses do not have the capacity to produce products at a large scale.
7. There is a lack of a coherent policy on tech transfer from universities to start-up businesses.
8. Audit control from federal government is a hindrance to small companies. It is very expensive to slow down work to comply with several federal agencies that conduct audits. There needs to be a centralized system.
9. Patent office takes up to 36 months to respond to applications registered.
10. Potential barriers may include the lack of trained scientists, engineers, technicians and researchers in this country. There is no federal policy addressing the deficit in scientific training at all levels of our educational institutions and in improving the workforce with better and improved technical skills.
11. The current tax policy does not assist research and development. There are not enough sufficient tax credits for funding groups.
12. FDA and Patent offices do not have enough qualified staff to assess nanotechnology products.
13. The development of nano tools must increase and be more available to universities and startup businesses.
14. SBIR encourages research and not commercialization. It does not support small companies.
15. Applied research needs to be encouraged more in universities and federal labs.
16. The public perception that nanotechnology products are unsafe must be challenged to insure the public fully understands its potential.
17. Lack of standards and measurements are hindering advancements in nanotechnology.
18. The reduction of research and development funding has been hindering advancement in research.
19. Current immigration policy is adversely affecting research. U.S. educated foreign nationals are going back to their home countries because of the difficulty of going through the process to stay in the United States.
20. It is also difficult for an individual to obtain a visa to enter the United States.
21. National assistance for nano technology development in foreign countries is more effective than in the United States. It will be a problem for competitiveness.
22. Some academics and researchers fight efforts for commercialization.
ABSTRACT

This Final Report summarily documents and presents the results of a U.S. national study to identify and address questions and issues regarding barriers to nanotechnology commercialization, identifies collective key strengths, and offers recommendations. The study collected data from recent publicly available reports and studies, roundtables, focus groups, and personal interviews of experts with diverse backgrounds related to nanotechnology. The data resulted in summary papers. The national study findings are analyzed and evaluated for comparison to related information in recent publicly available reports and studies. The end results identify current key strengths of nanotechnology commercialization, major barriers and underlying causal factors, with recommendations for policy actions and future studies. The potential of nanotechnology applications revolutionizing products and services to society is significant. However, in addition to global competition by researchers and those seeking to produce nano related products and services, there are barriers. These critical barriers to nanotechnology commercialization include: the ten year cycle time from science results in a laboratory to a commercial product; the gap between researcher and applied scientists; the gap in funding between basic research and applied research; a lack of understanding that for every dollar invested in basic research almost $100 is required for a commercially viable product, and a list of constraints including, time to patent, uncertainty of potential regulations by EPA, OSHA, FDA; and the high risk of new scientific results becoming commercially viable.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Federal Government has invested more than $3 billion in nanotechnology since 2003. Federal funding has put nanotechnology on track to be the largest government funded science initiative since the space race. Nevertheless, so far there are only about 500 nano-businesses in the U.S. and about 500 nano-related products. By comparison, global revenues of nanotechnology products are estimated at $40 billion. Products range from paints, cosmetics, microelectronics, and semiconductors to specialty coatings and tooling. These and many emerging nanotechnology markets worldwide are expected to grow rapidly in the next decade and reach $1 trillion by 2015.

However, it is apparent from roundtables, focus groups, and personal interviews with nanotechnology scientists, venture capitalists, businesses, and consultants, there are no “home runs” in U.S. nanotechnology commercialization at this time. From these direct sources, it appears that start-up nanotechnology related companies are struggling to realize revenues and most are not at the breakeven point. There are also significant efforts and funding by regional, state and local
initiatives—mainly by governments and institutions—which have not yet made significant increases in new nanotechnology businesses or jobs.

The majority of participants in the study believe the goal of high volume manufacturing of nanotechnology materials and products is a very important activity to strengthen U.S. nanotechnology capabilities. But commercialization of such advanced functional materials and products requires that they can be produced in a predictable, reliable way and in sufficient quantities. Until that is achieved, production will be limited to academia and R&D departments within industry.

The most significant barriers to growth generally include: funding which favors research over development and commercialization of nano products; the need for more long term funding for startup nano companies; intellectual property issues; the science culture versus the deployment culture; and lack of prototyping facilities. In particular, federal and university laboratories and testing facilities ought to be made more easily accessible and economical for use by small businesses. The overriding major issue is whether government and industry can cooperate and take specific steps toward reducing or eliminating the significant present barriers to commercialization of nanotechnology innovation.
CHAPTER 1 BACKGROUND

Discussions of the problem that led to the study, current knowledge that can help in solving the problem, and the objectives and scope of the completed research are presented in this section. This chapter does not contain the details of any survey performed, any forms used in soliciting information, or details regarding procedures or analyses used. All such details are provided in appendices.

Problem Statement and Research Objective

Perhaps no single technology offers more economic and societal promise than nanotechnology. Nanotechnology holds the promise of both incremental improvements of existing products and the potential for revolutionary changes that could transform entire industries and create entirely new ones. To ensure U.S. technological leadership in this emerging field, the Federal government initiated the U.S. National Nanotechnology Initiative in 2001 and has subsequently invested more than $5 billion in nanotechnology research. For 2008, President Bush has proposed $1.4 billion for nanotechnology research, a three-fold increase since 2001. State governments and the private sector have invested billions as well. Early applications of nanotechnology are already yielding dividends on those investments.

Nevertheless, the commercialization of nanotechnology is presently slow paced due to many barriers identified by experts. Barriers and potential barriers that impede further commercialization may limit our ability to capture the full potential of nanotechnology, including economic growth, wealth and job creation, and improvements in our standard of living and quality of life. These barriers may include capital issues, market readiness, regulatory uncertainty, health and safety, workforce readiness, public attitudes and perceptions, infrastructure, standards, nomenclature, and manufacturability.

This study on the causes and analysis of barriers has been undertaken to assist the Department of Commerce’s Technology Administration that will seek to inform policymakers so that government at all levels can help unleash the full potential of nanotechnology. We have current knowledge of major issues that should be explored in order to find ways of solving the problem of barriers to nanotechnology commercialization.

The present state of nanotechnology commercialization can be generally perceived by reviewing relatively recent reports and studies available to the public from reliable resources. These resources reveal each subject listed below as a vital link in a long and complicated chain of processes leading to the objective of nanotechnology commercialization.
**Research and Development:** Infrastructure availability is lacking, yet crucial to assist businesses, especially small companies that cannot afford the cost of nanotechnology instrumentation, equipment and facilities. Nanotechnology virtually demands university and industry cooperation due to basic science innovations, expensive laboratories, and need for highly trained workers.

**Investment:** The necessary and substantial Investment Capital cash is lacking early in business ventures for highly educated personnel and advanced R&D systems, high processing costs for nano products, perception of long lead time for nano products, and lack of process scalability.

**Intellectual Property (IP):** IP is vital for new ventures needing core technology licenses and help from investors. There is need to enhance IP protection to attract investors besides enacting stronger R&D tax credit and providing tax incentives for U.S. based development ventures.

**Economic Development and Commercialization:** Efforts by regional, state and local initiatives, mainly by governments and institutions, are not yet causing significant increases in new nanotechnology private sector jobs.

**Workforce Development and Education:** Companies seek to locate manufacturing in communities that have trained workforces. The U.S. national trend is leading away from traditional careers in technology at community colleges, undergraduate and graduate universities. Unfortunately, most of academia and the research community do not facilitate a nanotechnology-oriented type of multidisciplinary research.

**Occupational Health:** Human exposure to nanomaterials in the workplace and indoor and outdoor environments shows a need for early monitoring of workers subject to high nanotech exposures and toxicity concerns.

**Public Policy and Health:** The public perception towards the federal government from public knowledge about, and attitude towards, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) are good to excellent but ambiguous towards business, according to a survey.

**Government Budget:** Government assistance is vital to help finance nanotechnology infrastructure that requires higher investments and costs for multidisciplinary ventures, and risk research of the environment and human health. Government should offer tax incentives to encourage safer environment by business, purchase desirable nanotechnology products and services, and amend regulations to favor certain conduct and outcomes.
**Nanotechnology Standards:** There is urgent need to develop standards for each aspect of the new nanotechnologies: research, production, products, and waste disposal.

**Global:** Global concern is growing since about 75% of known nanotechnology R&D investment worldwide is done by foreign nations, and even more unknown amounts by private industry, thus making environment, health, and safety all international issues. Foreign competition might surge if they can operate with little regard for these issues.

**Instrumentation and Metrology:** Instrumentation and Metrology standards are lacking although vital to developing the basic terminology and comprehensive nomenclature of nano materials and products. Metrology, the science of measurement, underpins all other nanoscience and nanotechnologies not only because it allows the characterization of materials in terms of dimensions but also in terms of attributes such as electrical properties and mass.

**Nano-Bio Technology:** The science and engineering of nano-bio-systems is one of the most challenging and fastest growth sectors of nanotechnology. Although applications of nanotechnologies in medicine seem especially promising, the unknown dangers and potential liabilities could become daunting.

**Energy:** Nanotechnology and nanoscience advances are leading to improved energy resources that might be packaged in every conceivable way and location. The long term impact of such packages and eventual disposal in the environment are unknown.

**Society:** Nanotechnology acceptance by the public is subject to the extent of hyperbole in publications, classes of people with power and wealth compared to others who are helpless, and types of issues affecting public health and safety. The public impression generally is that risks from nanotechnology would outweigh the benefits derived.

**Risk Management:** An integrated risk research framework by government is needed to manage nanotechnology environmental, health and safety issues by coordinating many agencies.

**Environment:** There is immediate need to focus efforts on the types of nanoparticles already being used by industry, as these pose the most immediate exposure threat to humans and the environment.

**Nanotechnology Materials:** Developing and validating methods to evaluate the toxicity of engineered nanomaterials is required, especially in the next 5-15 years. Much of nanoscience and many nanotechnologies are concerned with producing new or enhanced materials.
**Conflict of Interest:** An issue universities should anticipate and help to manage is their nanotechnology innovation transfer terms and related conflicts of interests at all levels involving professors, industry and government.

**Nanotechnology Devices:** Nanotechnology applications as devices may include active nanostructures (anticipated rapid growth markets from 2005-2010) that change their state during use, responding in predictable ways to the environment around them. However, there is concern that the public would become wary and might refuse acceptance of such devices.

**Nanotechnology Manufacturing:** Systems of nanosystems (anticipated rapid growth markets from 2010-2015) are assemblies of nano-tools working together to achieve a final goal and could lead to large volume nano manufacturing processes. A key challenge is to get the main nano components working together as a network, possibly automatically exchanging information to make things from molecular size “bottom-up.” Over time, some traditional industries currently making things from existing materials “top-down” would be displaced, along with their workers.

**Related Services:** Successful commercial exploitation of nanotechnology products requires unprecedented levels of collaboration (both vertical and horizontal) across many different realms in order to adequately address the inherent complexities associated with the lifecycles of such products. Presently there are no sophisticated networks of collaboration.

**Outer Space:** Nearly every space program worldwide has found remarkable and successful roles for Micro and Nano Technologies (MNTs). These have been developed in response to the lighter-weight, smaller-size, less-power-dissipation, lower-cost mantra chanted by those involved with commercial outer-space, aerospace, and military applications. Although these highly specialized industrial sectors are not directly relevant to general business and consumers, the spin-off technology could enrich global markets.

**Scope of Study**

The objectives and scope of the completed study are to understand how nanotechnology is currently being applied commercially, the industry R&D investments that may drive future change, and the size and composition of the workforce necessary to support nanotechnology-related innovation and production. The research identifies and addresses the various major components as causal factors that create barriers to commercializing nanotechnology, as well as the key strengths of U.S. industry for commercializing nanotechnology.

Resources of information are derived from publicly available reports and studies, conducting discussions at roundtables, focus groups, and personal interviews.
with experts in diverse fields. From these inputs, there is derived an overall 
picture of the current state of nanotechnology commercialization in the U.S., with 
samplings of the parties involved in the nascent complex and growing networks, 
their strengths and weaknesses, and consequential barriers to rapid 
commercialization.

Research data and findings are the basis for making recommendations in the 
report that could lead to workable solutions for policymakers, government 
agencies, or Congress. These are based on analysis of data and information to 
deduce the underlying causes and possible solutions to avoid, minimize, or 
overcome barriers to nanotechnology commercialization.

CHAPTER 2  RESEARCH APPROACH

This chapter presents the approach used in addressing the problem.

State of the Art Summary

The research study gathered data on current barriers to nanotechnology 
commercialization starting with a thorough review and analysis of publicly 
available reports and studies on the state of nanotechnology commercialization. 
The present state of nanotechnology commercialization can be generally 
perceived by reviewing relatively recent publications and reports available to the 
public from reliable resources. Accordingly, more than sixty-two (62) such 
publications and reports were reviewed. Their contents were analyzed and 
categorized under twenty-four (24) different subjects. Each subject covers a 
significant scope of the wide field of activities reasonably connected to 
nanotechnology innovations and the processes involved in their 
commercialization.

The essence of publicly available derived information was cast into lists of 
subjects, questions and issues that were shared with individuals participating in 
roundtables, focus groups and personal interviews. Such information helped to 
seed the conversations and encourage free-flow of viewpoints from many angles 
of each subject and issue. The research team conducted not less than four 
roundtables, four focus groups, and thirty-four interviews in person, including two 
telephone interviews by individuals in major cities of the U.S. and Australia.

A minimum of four summary papers of each session that comprised a 
combination of roundtable, focus group, and personal interviews were written by 
the research team to capture the essence of relevant information derived from 
conversations. Included in the summary papers is the identification of each 
participant and relationship to an organization and type of activity.
CHAPTER 3 FINDINGS AND APPLICATIONS

The material in this chapter expands on the Executive Summary. For each subject field below, the major research questions and issues explored in the study from analysis of recent publicly available literature research, roundtables, focus groups and personal interviews are described below as “finding.” The “applications” are their meanings as applied to nanotechnology commercialization. However, the details are presented in the appendixes.

1. Research and Development:

   A. Study findings:

U.S. nanotechnology Research and Development is the first and most important process link in the long chain of parallel processes leading directly and indirectly towards the objective of nanotechnology commercialization.

The majority of participants in the study believe U.S. basic Research & Development presently leads other countries and prefers government to become more heavily involved in fostering R&D.

Better bridges are needed leading from science to development to product manufacturing and markets. Today, nanotechnology is science driven in search of products and market with very little focus by scientists for later commercialization and the reality of the market place. Nanotechnology science is general but products and markets are very specific.

A large company usually has only several people working in nanotechnology R&D so it is difficult to get the attention of company management and budget funding. Small research staffs do not have any means to know what other small companies are doing which may be of technical interest to their large company for possible future acquisition. Even a large company has limited time and personnel to investigate the many universities and government laboratories to try and determine what kinds of R&D are available and the potential benefits the company would receive if it invested in those R&D projects.

Small companies would prefer to obtain university R&D that is developed to the latest stage when it is just about ready for production, without having to pay for prior R&D.

The small start-up companies or small businesses need more access to federal and university labs. Government policy should consider financial assistance to new nanotechnology ventures that require special needs for infrastructure and facilities. The university infrastructure is essential and should not be available only for the largest firms. Genuine partnerships should be established between
small businesses and these groups since not all of the start-up businesses can afford the research equipment needed for their work.

University laboratory scientific results may lead to intellectual property rights and basic patents. However, a major barrier presents in the next important stage—using scientific research as the basis for carrying out needed engineering work and experiments with prototypes that are suitable for commercialization through production and sales.

Professors who are interested in developing their scientific innovations into prototypes presently do not have access to their own private workshop or other independent facilities separate and apart from the university laboratories. In a private workshop, a professor could transform scientific theory into practical applications that might qualify for new patents that they would own.

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

R&D infrastructure availability is crucial to assist businesses, especially small companies that cannot afford the cost of nanotechnology instrumentation, equipment and facilities. Nanotechnology virtually demands university and industry cooperation due to basic science innovations, expensive laboratories, and need for highly trained workers.

Nanotechnology is a multidisciplinary field. Advances in the area will require the expertise of chemists, physicists, materials scientists, biochemists, molecular biologists, engineers, toxicologists and medical scientists working together. Chemistry and physics are central to most nanotechnologies.

A majority of participants in the study believe domestic basic Research & Development in the U.S. leads other countries and prefers government to be heavily involved in fostering R&D.

2. Investment:
   A. Study findings:

It is difficult to get venture capitalists interested in a transformational nanotechnology program that will take more than three (3) years to pay out.

Successful commercialization requires commitment to invest, research, development and high-volume manufacturing. There is a need for “Gap” funding to help out groups that may have a five to ten year cycle research issue.

There is a need to leverage federal and state funds with private sector funding.
A national fund may be set up for universities to teach people how to be entrepreneurs, to fund more research and patent protection, and for infrastructure improvements (labs, clean rooms, equipment and nano tools).

Capital availability is decreasing. Companies are attempting to be very creative in getting funding. Funding from SBIR seems to be focusing on larger companies leaving small companies in a lurch. SBIR model does not fit with today’s research because of the time of research. It takes many years to come to production stage.

Earlier investment will require higher funding. The venture capital community has gravitated away from entrepreneurs and small companies to larger companies.

Leadership must come from State and Federal governments to support innovation because research may take between 3-4 years or up to 10 years to complete. Funding must be earmarked for risks and marshalling resources.

The federal government is absent in endeavors such as bringing together academia, businesses, researchers, local and state government and investors. There is a long gestation period from research to development. Some small businesses get federal grants, others get funding from private investors.

Challenges exist in the transit from government research to commercial ventures and there is a need to connect a facilitating relationship between public/private funding and government information.

A venture capital fund is usually planned to operate for ten years, with investments made in small companies during the first four years. Presently there are some nanotech investment opportunities but they do not seem to have promising high returns to satisfy fund investors’ desires and objectives. Before ten years, the invested small companies with valuable technology need to find and be acquired by established large companies to bring financial returns to the venture capital firm. But venture capital firms do not know how to locate a large company that needs the invested small company and the search could take an additional four years or more.

There should be a more efficient way for a large company to find external funding sources like venture capital firms that would have possible interest in advanced research projects. Experience in working with a small company that has R&D of interest reveals the long time involved to investigate the technology available and negotiate possible business arrangements for continuing cooperation.

Venture capital firms aggressively seek to locate resource persons in large companies that could become interested in a venture portfolio of new companies.
This could lead to making co-development opportunities for a venture portfolio of new companies with large companies involving their joint ownership of developments and commercial rights clearly defined by agreement to specific applications. The large company brings a market need for the R&D work provided by the new small company and the agreement defines their sharing of intellectual property rights. However, finding such opportunities and coming to such an agreement normally takes years of effort.

Special funding by government has been a very good resource for new portfolio companies with contracts from DARPA and SBIRs over the past five years. Their development costs have been largely funded by the government and that leads to new products for commercialization, which is the stage mainly funded by venture capital.

The National Venture Capital Association has documented a serious problem in that in order to qualify for SBIR grants, an applicant company must be at least fifty-percent owned and controlled by U.S. individuals. However, most venture-backed companies are not so structured. This is a major disadvantage for nanotechnology startup companies that rarely have management personnel who own fifty-one percent or more of equity after receiving venture capital or other outside funding.

Venture capitalists are, in fact, ready to finance good ideas. But many have a threshold of ten million dollars for an investment. And perhaps only one-half or one or two million dollars are needed.

Some Venture Capital (V/C) companies don’t care about the technology as much as the guidelines for getting to the market to sell products. Their questions always begin with “How long it will take? When will you have something you can send in a box to a customer?” The V/C view is to manage risk. The scientist or entrepreneur must be able to articulate what the product is.

Before funding comes in some cases, a market must exist and research must move toward a product. There should be more direct university and corporate partnerships. Time is a major factor when considering funding.

It might take six years from research to commercialization for many cases. There seems to be at least a two-year waiting list at the Patent and Trademark office.

Normally, in the early stage of academic research there is a gap between research and early stage commercialization (i.e., high risk investment for initial, laboratory proto-tying and then commercial proto-tying) where private investment is very difficult to next to impossible to obtain. Perhaps angel investors would fill the gap to minimize this barrier to nanotechnology commercialization. This
timeframe could be more efficient if government would shift some funding towards better production since the support is critical.

Scientists put too high of a dollar value on their discovery for the VC that needs three to five years return on investment. Typically, with scientists, the high risk development time is a decade or more.

More often than not, the scientist in business must be replaced with an executive who understands the market need for a product and the companies need for profits to stay in business.

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

The necessary and substantial Investment Capital cash is lacking early in business ventures for highly educated personnel and advanced R&D systems, high processing costs for nano products, perception of long lead time for nano products, and lack of process scalability.

Substantial cash is needed for highly educated personnel and advanced R&D systems.

The financial sector will have a key role in transferring technology knowledge from the research centers to the industry and the markets. For the development of new products and processes and also for the penetration of new markets, sizeable investments are needed especially in the seed phase. A closer cooperation between the financial community and nanotechnology companies can help to overcome these barriers.

For successful investments, two aspects will be of critical importance: timing and target selection. Applying the process of "technical due diligence" will be essential in making acquisitions.

A survey revealed the respondents ranked the following five top barriers they face in nanomanufacturing commercialization efforts:

1. High cost of processing
2. Lack of investment capital
3. Perception that nanotechnology products take a long time to market
4. Process scalability
5. Shortage of qualified manpower

The time to produce nanotech products takes years, not months. Biotech typically requires at least 1-2 years, however the dot-com era took considerably less time, producing profitable businesses in a few short months on rare occasions.
The first mover advantage has a huge effect in nanotech, meaning that a sometimes insurmountable advantage is gained by the first significant company to move into this new market.

Strong barriers to entry exist in the nanotech field, as opposed to the Internet, where virtually anyone with a basic knowledge of website development and a unique idea could create a profitable business.

It’s not just VC firms re-entering the fray; corporations are now sticking their noses into early stage companies. While all investors lust after big returns, corporate VCs are often just as interested in getting an inside track on hot new technologies, reducing the costs of their own research, development and legal costs. A large advantage of investing in smaller companies is that they are able to focus on niche markets, creating a better atmosphere for exceptional research to be conducted. The cost/benefit analysis for large corporations makes this a no-brainer. Throw seed money into a small strategic start-up and the potential result can create large benefits with relatively little risk for corporations. If the start-up succeeds, they typically gobble them up, taking the IP and market with it; if they fail, the corporation is typically not liable for any legal battles that may ensue, allowing them to move onto the next venture with its hands relatively clean and checkbook relatively unscathed.

A Nanotech Boom is inevitable. The large global market and wide ranging applications will likely create multiple booms and busts over the next 20-30 years. With that said, the U.S. is not alone. Many countries, including Japan, Israel, China and numerous European nations are pumping significant amounts of money towards the science. Although overall shares of GDP (Gross Domestic Product) going towards VCs are markedly different amongst countries, investors are looking for the same characteristics in start-ups.

3. Intellectual Property (IP):
   
   A. Study findings:

   The patent system requires attention for the United States to have a competitive advantage in new inventions and, specifically nanotechnology. The European model for obtaining patents was cited as a better model than that of the U.S. There is an approximately 24, sometimes cited, to a 36-month wait time for a patent to be accepted. There is the Fastr-track patent process; however, participants either had not heard of it or they felt is not sufficient for nanotechnologies needs.

   There has to be freedom for companies to operate their business and that could be an increasing problem due to increasing number of patents that might conflict
and serve to limit their operations. There is need to enter into more cross-licensing so companies can do their business with less possibility of infringements and litigation.

After getting patents, the real problem is using the rights in order to gain some benefits. Venture portfolio companies with valuable intellectual property must appear to be a competitive threat in order to negotiate the most desirable terms for their acquisition by larger companies.

Nanotechnology is different from some other technologies in that it is a platform technology with applications in diverse industrial sectors and very different products. The small nanotech company could choose to use its intellectual property rights in many of these sectors with different arrangements to expand its opportunities to enter new markets and exploit income sources.

The problem from a large company perspective is too many problems arise when attempting to use nanotechnology intellectual property as a platform to pursue commercialization in diverse fields, rather than concentrating on a particular product. The pharmaceutical companies would not be interested in using “patent pooling” where different owners of patents would share the rights to a collection of their patents.

A U.S. company with China operations is concerned about intellectual property issues so does not use its top technology in its plants over there.

By organizing a startup company to license technology in all fields on an exclusive basis, the company could attract investors and undertake costly development work based on having more licensees and their potential markets.

A startup company learned quickly by experience (losing a major potential investor after frustrating licensing negotiations with a university) that the company had to first negotiate a license for itself from a university for the basic technology. Then the company would be able to independently negotiate separate licenses to other third parties. Negotiating with the university was arduous with delays of over a year but, when completed, allowed the company with newly licensed technology to begin searching for investment capital.

The Intellectual Property, including patent rights, licensed from a university is rarely sufficient to operate and expand a new nanotechnology company but it is a vital base from which to start attracting seed money from investors. Most startup ventures seek to license rights to patents still pending while concurrently attempting to obtain funding from investors and this is a tenuous framework to build on for any successful outcome.

Even with a portfolio of issued patents, the use and leveraging of their potential is a difficult financial burden for a company. For some companies, patent
development and maintenance is the second or third most expensive budget item following the top expenses of employees’ salaries and benefits. Very careful management of IP is vital to the welfare of the company. To begin, a new company should have from $1.5 to $2 million in seed money to acquire and leverage needed IP rights.

A new company is very unlikely to acquire the necessary IP rights by license from a single university that would completely protect it and give it freedom to operate the business. Some companies license their IP from several universities to rapidly achieve a dominant position in a nanotechnology field.

A new company continues to perform R&D that results in applying for more patents, and also acquires more patents as a defensive measure, so its IP expenses continually rise.

Separate and apart from acquiring IP by licensing patents, a small company has a major challenge in defending its existing IP rights. The legal fees and costs would be prohibitive for small ventures that face large companies with ample budgets so most ventures try to negotiate licenses and settle.

Universities rarely seek international patent protection for their innovations and new small ventures mainly license U.S. patents for their startup period. Faculty public presentations that disclose their inventions before applying for foreign patents would preclude obtaining patent rights in most countries.

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

IP is vital for new ventures needing core technology licenses and help from inventors, in light of a new trend where power of patents could be concentrated due to increasing number of organized patent pools. There is a need to enhance IP protection, enact stronger R&D tax credit, provide tax incentives for U.S. based business, and expand broadband internet usage. The nanotechnology field has more patents with broad scope claims that might retard commercialization based on infringement; use of patent pools might further commercialization.

In considering enforcement of their intellectual property, it is important that universities be mindful of their primary mission to use patents to promote technology development for the benefit of society.

Even if applicants successfully patent their inventions, they could confront later challenges to their patents based on various doctrines in litigation; this is why it is so important to have many claims of varying scope that create fallback positions in future litigation. The first wave of early patents in nanotechnology is just starting to conflict with lawsuits as commercialization expands globally in 2007.
As important as IP is, there has so far been little litigation in nanotech patents, indicating how young the industry is. According to the US Patent & Trademark Office (USPTO), the number of patents is rapidly increasing due to the rapid growth in so many emerging technology fields such as nanotechnology, biotech and medical devices. The Patent Office expected about 500,000 new patent applications in 2005; however, with the current backlog, this means most patents will take more than two years before being approved, threatening to make some patents obsolete before they are even issued. This delay dampens interest from the venture industry that typically wants the assurance of patented technologies before they invest. This situation is particularly tough on independent investors and small companies who need those patents to secure funding and gain intellectual property rights. They are at the mercy of the USPTO and have virtually no control over the approval timeframe.

In comparison to the internet epoch, innovators and investors in nanotechnology have to pay special attention to intellectual property (IP). Plain and simple, IP is key. VC’s must be able to navigate through a minefield of patents if investors are to ever see a return on their money but the IP issue can be sticky. Even if a startup has the brains and the cash to fuel its research, there are complicated IP issues that can throw a wrench into the best-laid business plan. Seed-stage nanotech companies often have little more in their chest of IP assets than a proof of concept and private equity investors may not have deep enough pockets – or enough patience – to fund such a startup to profitability.

Nanotechnology IP that is based on Size-Based Patentability could be adversely impacted by the USPTO rules for Anticipation, Inherency and Obviousness. The patent enablement doctrine requires the inventor to provide sufficient information to enable a person skilled in the relevant art to make and use the claimed invention without “undue experimentation.” This is difficult to describe in a patent application for diverse fields of practice.

4. Economic Development and Commercialization:

   A. Study findings:

Efforts by regional, state and local initiatives, mainly by governments and institutions, are not yet causing significant increases in new nanotechnology private sector jobs.

There is need for national policy to provide or assist in building the nanotechnology infrastructure. The infrastructure might include a foundry service for semiconductor manufacturers, such as Silicon Valley provides.
The recommendations are for more planning and more federal investment in research, beginning with universities.

The State of New York has a strategy for attracting new business ventures, including semiconductor corporations and Fabs. In 1998, an inquiry about a new semiconductor facility found no site or development plan ready so the successful initiative required almost ten years of collaborative planning among the public, private and academic sectors. There are four essential components to New York State’s strategy:

1. Zoning and permitting acceleration; rather than piece meal approvals lasting two years, the objective is to develop a “shovel ready” pre-permitting track. This begins with a major study of energy, water and other resources, wetland protection, buffer zones and other issues.

2. Encouraging research and applied development

3. Demography, including the definition of a trained workforce and the welcoming of others, U.S. and internationals, needed to work in an industry.

4. The use of tax free Empire Zones. Each of the 61 counties in New York State can identify acreage or square feet which, when developed, avoids real property and business taxes for up to ten years.

What made this site attractive to AMD officials, who were considering sites in Asia and Texas or expanding in Dresden, were these factors:

- Pre-permitting, which expedited zoning, road and facility approvals
- A ten year real estate tax holiday, with NY State reimbursing the communities
- Sales tax exemptions
- No taxes on manufacturing and R&D equipment
- Significant NY State wage, tax and job credits
- Special reduced gas and electric rates
- The proximity of the University of Albany College of Nano Science
- The recreational and cultural venues of performing arts, equine attractions, and four season recreation opportunities including lakes and mountains
- The site was sandy and flat, reducing the dangers of vibrations and geological issues

The New York State “Tech Valley” now includes twenty counties on or near the Hudson River, beginning just north of New York City and extending to the Canadian border. The members include 350 corporations and major universities in the State.

C. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:
Efforts by regional, state and local initiatives, mainly by governments and institutions, are not yet causing significant increases in nanotechnology private sector new jobs.

Earlier-emerging industries caused rapid increases in small firms until the time when consolidation absorbed small firms into fewer larger companies.

A proactive approach is appropriate in responsible development; government partnerships with industrial sectors will ensure that responsible development is part of initial decision making.

The larger, established conventional manufacturing companies and end-users tend to look for partners with intellectual assets who could help them develop nanotechnology products or enhance existing products, e.g. the automotive, aerospace, off-highway/transportation and machine-tool manufacturers. Such organizations often have a department dedicated to organizing external collaborations, or technology acquisitions/licensing, and are, thereby, able to accelerate the introduction of nanotechnology into new products.

The smaller manufacturers and R&D laboratories seek new customers, end-users and other tier organizations who want to evaluate and use their nanotechnology products, such as nanoparticulate powders, nanotubes, nanocoatings and other highly engineered precursors.

5. Workforce Development and Education
   
   A. Study findings:

   There exists a major education gap between needed skills and the current workforce. Better curriculum is needed at all levels of education that stresses science, biology, physics, math and chemistry. The nation must begin to think in terms of a marathon in considering many years for research and development to commercialization.

   Having the right people with the right training is critical to commercialization. A gap exists but could be fixed with the proper education among the secondary education students.

   Education, global competition and regulatory issues are connected issues. There is a worsening regulatory and legal climate for entrepreneurship and capital investment and insufficient achievement in science technology, engineering, and mathematics education, culminating in a shortage of the Ph.D.s.
The immigration bill must address the foreigners who get trained and educated in this country and then must return to their home due to restrictions. Immigration regulations must reflect the skills of the worker. As it is now, the workers or students go back overseas and, ultimately, compete with us. We need to develop knowledge of technology and science in schools. We need more skilled workers as small businesses are created. We need more scientists and researchers.

Some researchers or workers are foreign born and, therefore, have no access to federal labs or other technology in centers. This poses a problem for us.

There is an enormous shortage of United States citizens in the field of nanotechnology engineers. We need national leadership to encourage students to go into the sciences. There is also a shortage of B.A. level engineers.

We should have mandatory career orientation starting in the eighth grade through high school.

The present workforce in the sciences does not appear to have immediate replacements, especially within the United States. For example, in Arkansas teacher certifications for last year show just 1% in physics; only 120 math teachers and 3 physics teachers graduated last year.

Create an education alliance consortium with business to foster better communication.

Federal and state funding should increase for education and help support programs to encourage students to go into nanotechnology.

University of Texas has venture capitalist incubator-training for scientists to be entrepreneurs and understanding of micro enterprises. The program created 25 such enterprises and 12 are still operating. This program should be used as a universal model.

Security clearance currently can't be given to foreign nationals. A skilled workforce exists but not in the United States. We must have a homegrown technical and scientific workforce. Education in states must concentrate on more science, math and engineering courses.

The center in Albany has a program to train the working trades (pipe fitters, electricians, etc.) in construction of nano facilities. A semi-conductor facility may have 65% labor costs. Training and education should begin before high school. We are working with the business agents of the unions to train the workforce. This involves building as well as upgrading our infrastructure. We need more engineers and architects for nano based facilities.
Recently, during a conference in Baltimore, Maryland one presenter stated there are NanoSolar shingles for homes. There is presently a workforce of 3,000 installers. At the moment, 8,000 specially trained installers are needed to install 1 out of two homes. The U. S. has materials with a paucity of labor.

There are many foreign nationals being hired. The problem is they may not have been trained in updated labs. Our United States existing workforce has been educated using good equipment. The gap is closing fast, though.

Business is looking to hire PhDs, engineers, scientists and operators for the nanotechnology equipment. We are attracting foreign talent even in our strategic industries. Our drug industry has about 30% foreign nationals in its workforce.

We need to enhance talent in the United States. It is a barrier if we don’t have a residential workforce. We also need to keep integrating the workforce with foreign nationals to gain valuable information from their research.

Government’s role is to encourage more students into math and science courses. Perhaps a program could be instituted whereby government pays the education fee, provided that the student commits 5 years of service to the government. Pay scales for teachers are also abysmal and need to rise. A teacher’s excellence program should be instituted.

The immigration barriers are preventing student and educated immigrants from coming to the United States.

There is not much need for a work force trained specifically for nanotechnology in the near future, based on large company experience presently. We would probably seek workers who had good general technical abilities and capable of working as multi-functional technicians. People who pursue multi-disciplinary studies would find it advantageous for future employment in diverse fields but nanotechnology work probably would not require specific training in that field.

The major issue would not be workers trained for product development so much as the need for better public education for workers generally in the fields of science, engineering and technology.

In the coming five to ten years, nobody knows what the nanotechnology platform effect would be in many different fields of industry so future work force needs are difficult to predict today. Perhaps, New York State and specifically the Albany area may be the best role model in the U. S. for job creation from laborer to scientists.

The major emerging need will be for more scientists and engineers trained in nano science. There will need to be schools and departments of Nanoscience at universities.
Increasingly programs must be interdisciplinary, crossing the usually separate scientific disciplines.

It will be important to provide business management training to nanotechnology entrepreneurs. Also, it will be vital to help investors, including hedge fund managers, understand the scientific potential of Nanotechnology.

In time, the forces of supply and demand may address the shortages. Even so, there is a need for a national science and engineering manpower and work force development policy.

There is already a serious problem with obtaining visas and HB1 permits for international workers in the United States. PhDs worry about whether they can stay in the U.S. after we have trained them.

The Immigration Bill constrains increasing the talented workforce we need. We educate foreign nationals and make it difficult for them to stay in the U.S. We are sending experienced and educated workers back to their home countries.

One suggestion is to issue a “green card with every diploma.” Visa restrictions are a major problem to companies and for growth to continue.

When foreign nationals are in U.S. companies, they do not have access to DOD federal labs, including Sandia. That becomes a major problem. We need a workforce and the foreign nationals are available. Otherwise, the U.S. industry will decline, and Japan may emerge as a winner.

There does not seem to be a shortage of skilled workers for this field due to the large number of foreign nationals who are well educated and well trained.

The labor shortages are for technical people who recently graduated from school and studied the new and latest scientific and technical subjects and have gained working experience. Nanotechnology is a new advanced field so there are relatively few technicians with considerable work experience, and most of these people are already employed by large companies. This means the potential labor pool for new small nanotechnology companies excludes most workers at large companies and recently graduated students who lack working experience.

Desirable work experience includes soft skills acquired as an employee in a company including leadership practice, project management, patience in handling organization procedures, and being generally productive without need for much supervision.

A privately held company has an extensive patent and intellectual property portfolio with respect to molecular diagnostic platforms. The company is small
and 70% of its employees have graduate degrees. A barrier to nanotechnology long term growth is need for more students with skills in mathematics and science starting from primary school.

Nanotechnology companies in China are relatively large, committed to their nanotechnology divisions, well supported and very active in marketing their products domestically with potentially large markets. China is a powerhouse for manufacturing many products with ample labor and technicians better trained than other countries.

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

Companies seek to locate manufacturing in communities that have trained workforces. Naturally, the development and exploitation of new technologies or techniques cannot proceed without a sufficiently trained workforce.

The U.S. national trend is leading away from careers in technology at community colleges, undergraduate and graduate universities. Unfortunately, most of academia and the research community do not facilitate nanotechnology oriented type of multidisciplinary research.

The National Nanotechnology Initiative has adopted the multidisciplinary research classification of nanotechnology, biotechnology, information technology, and cognitive science.

The number of employees in each company engaged in nanotechnology commercialization, among nearly 600 respondents’ organizations, is listed as a percentage of all companies responding to a recent survey:

- 57.5% – Less than 10 staff
- 18.2% – 11-20 staff
- 12.3% – 21-50 staff
- 6.7% – 51-100 staff
- 5.2% – Over 100 staff

The following three broad categories are suggested in addressing the unique needs of current generation of embryonic nanotechnology businesses:

- “Small” nanotechnology businesses (less than 20 staff)
- “Medium” nanotechnology businesses (21 – 100 staff)
- “Large” nanotechnology businesses (over 100 staff).
6. **Occupational Health:**

   **A. Study findings:**

   Health and safety issues need to be at the forefront and fear of nanotechnology should be confronted.

   We need to be cautious with nanotubes but people should not panic. Put safety in perspective. For instance, the Institute of Carnegie Mellon can create a body to investigate and announce results of research and demonstrate that benefits may outweigh risks. National Science Foundation can have centers to address the process and understanding of nanotechnology.

   Companies need to have good safety procedures for its workers who deal with chemicals, drugs and materials in its regular operations and they also apply to nanotechnology. More improvements are needed for testing procedures along with better safety regulations by government agencies.

   Early stage technologies need much better government review requirements and safety test procedures along with laws and regulations.

   **B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:**

   Human exposure to nanomaterials in the workplace and indoor and outdoor environments shows a need for early monitoring of workers subject to high nanotech exposures and toxicity concerns.

   There is a need for more funding of safety issues, including workers, consumers and EPA. For the most part, companies see themselves as addressing worker and consumer issues for themselves but still feel there is a need for more basic and applied research funding on safety and EPA issues.

   Workers may be exposed to nanoscale materials during manufacturing or synthesis, formulation or end use of products, or during disposal or recycling of the products.

   Higher concentrations and amounts of nanoscale materials and higher frequencies and exposures are more likely in the workplace.

   The government should review the adequacy of its regulation of exposure to nanoparticles, and in particular, consider the relative advantages of measurement on the basis of mass and number. There should be lower occupational exposure levels for manufactured nanoparticles.
7. Public Policy and Health:

A. Study findings:

For example, fear that cell phone use caused brain cancer forced the FDA to perform a short-term study. The evidence did not support the hypothesis or perception that cell phone usage was related to brain cancer. Most problematic in this “public perception and media exposure” was that the scientific community was not prepared to answer that question and federal leadership assumed that role.

The EPA, OSHA, FDA and others are trying hard to do their job and to keep up with issues such as dealing with nano particle soot and pollution that will need to be addressed.

Some in the public and members of the press don't understand nanotechnology and are afraid of the consequences, side effects, waste product, toxic clouds etc.

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

The public perception towards the federal government from public knowledge about and attitude towards Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) are good to excellent but the same public's perceptions towards business are ambiguous, according to a survey.

First, use of nanotechnology should be clearly labeled on products so consumers can make an informed choice as to whether to use a product. Second, companies should disclose to the Food and Drug Administration the results of safety testing they conduct; the FDA should immediately publicize results that show a negative health effect. Third, and most important, any testing policy that significantly delays use of some products should not also delay use of other products that did not prove to pose significant health risks.

There should be a long term policy and review program for public health and safety issues. U.S. regulatory agencies monitor existing laws that are inadequate to cover present and future complex nanotechnology: Toxic Substances Control Act; Occupational Safety and Health Act; Food Drug and Cosmetics Act; and major environmental laws—Clean Air Act; Clean Water Act; Resource Conservation and Recovery Act.

The public seeks participation in decision-making regarding nanotechnology government programs and has low trust of government agencies and business due to lack of testing and information. There is a need to develop strategic programs that enable relevant risk-focused research.
Standards for nanotechnologies may be approached from three directions:

1. Specifications for the production of the nano device, and the engineering practice of producing the nano-product;
2. How that nanoproduct is integrated into other production supply chains;
3. How nanotechnologies are integrated into the product itself.

A key issue is how society can control the development and deployment of nanotechnologies to maximize desirable outcomes and keep undesirable outcomes to an acceptable minimum – in other words, how nanotechnologies should be regulated.

The U.S. FDA's regulatory role includes the Medical Device amendments of 1976, to protect public health, foster innovation and gain public confidence.

New laws and regulations are needed for manufacturers to demonstrate that their products will not present unacceptable risks to the public. Critical issues: There is a need to develop a short-term strategic plan for nanotechnology commercial products on the market, especially nanomaterials, with respect to toxicity internal dose; risk assessment; epidemiology surveillance; engineering controls, personal protective equipment; measurement; exposure; fire and explosion; communications and education.

Most managers believe government should have a major function to research, monitor and enforce health and environmental activities from nanotechnology. In 2007, more public groups want to know about nanotechnology in consumer products and will demand adequate health and safety assurances by governments and industry.

Concerns have been expressed that the very properties of nanoscale particles being exploited in certain applications (such as high surface reactivity and the ability to cross through cell membranes) might also have negative health and environmental impacts.

8. **Government Budget:**

   A. **Study findings:**

Basic research is the foundation upon which the United States built its global competitive advantage in the twentieth century. Funding for basic research is essential and needs to be increased. Additionally, the “valley of death” is the path where science emerges from the lab and evolves into application that has commercial viability. There is dirt of funding for, early proto-typing and early stage development. Federal, state, and regional governments should consider providing more technical assistance to the private sector. The Southeastern Ben
Franklin Group in Philadelphia provides high risk funding at the thirty to forty thousand dollar level to the early phase development and then up to almost three quarters of a million dollars funding to go to the next stage of development. Also, on a small scale, Wake Forrest’s Technology Asset Management Team funds research and development through the Nanotechnology Center, the Life Sciences Research Programs and the Medical School.

Federal funding cutbacks were considered a barrier to important research projects, especially at the National Institute of Health. Others thought there is not enough access to university and federal laboratories and not enough access to their expensive equipment. This theme goes back to better cooperation between the public and private sectors.

Incubators need to be reinforced by government and tax credits need to support startup companies. N.I.S.T must increase its federal dollars in Research and Development.

Government must support innovations and investors to create small businesses. There must be a leverage of federal and state funds with private sector funding.

Funding from SBIR seems to be focusing on larger companies leaving small companies in a lurch. SBIR model does not fit with today’s research because of time of research. It takes many years to come to production stage.

Leadership must come from State and Federal governments to support innovation because research may take from 3-4 years to as many as 10 years to complete. Funding must be earmarked for risks and marshalling resources.

State and federal leadership and funding is important to research. The average soldier is, today, carrying 31 pounds of batteries in Iraq. Defense Department must look for commercialization ventures to solve those particular problems.

We need to ask that a percentage of funds be devoted to nano research as opposed to applied research.

Our challenges are to transit from government research to commercial ventures and we need to connect a facilitating relationship between public/private funding and government information. SBIR is a valuable program.

The federal government needs to have a broad national vision for nanotechnology.

Perhaps we need to look at a better federal tax incentive to promote nanotechnology small businesses and research.
A potential improvement over present practice would be to provide more funding by government or other sources to accelerate early stage nanotechnology development towards commercialization of products. Small companies would prefer to obtain university R&D that is developed to the latest stage when it is just about ready for production, without having to pay for prior R&D. But taxpayers should prefer a government policy that does not fund university R&D work that is primarily for the product development stage; this investment should be undertaken and paid for by the private business that would ultimately reap most of the benefits of commercialization of the innovation.

The group acknowledged the need for periodic audits of federal nanotechnology grants. However, one CEO complained that three separate federal agencies sent audit teams at different times asking very similar questions, which required as much as $100,000 in staff time.

There must be greater emphasis on Big Scale nano, with investments from DARPA and “National Centers” for the next generation of nano R&D.

We need more public funding for STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education. There needs to be a heightened national effort to get more students into science fields.

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

Government assistance is vital to help finance nanotechnology infrastructure that requires higher investments and costs for nanotech multidisciplinary ventures and commercialization. Government ought to invest $100 million over the next two years to fund risk research of environment and human health and continue to provide Federal government increases to fund risk research.

Government should sponsor nanotechnology vital risk research, offer tax incentives to encourage safer environment by business, purchase desirable nano products and services, and amend regulations to favor certain conduct and outcomes.

More than $3 billion in U.S. Government funding has been earmarked for nanotechnology since 2003, putting it on track to be the largest U.S. Government funded science initiative since the space race, eclipsing even the Human Genome Project. As of 2005, nanotech has surpassed the Apollo space program to land a man on the moon as the most expensive scientific investment the U.S. Government has ever made.

Areas where greater government involvement in nanotechnology can have high national impact while leveraging substantially larger private investments include:
1. Incentives favoring longer-term investments (e.g. tax-free bonds for financing, tax credits for capital investments, reduced capital gains tax rates, investment-specific loan guarantees, etc.)

2. Promoting and streamlining strategic alliances for businesses and researchers with larger players or end-users

3. Providing mentorship and business planning assistance to small businesses to identify key technology benefits and attract private capital

4. Underwriting and disseminating “good science” research and public education into the long-term issues related to waste disposal, safety and regulations

5. Undertaking tort and legal reform which will provide developers greater immunity and protection once their products are federally approved.

9. Nanotechnology Standards:

   A. Study findings:

Measurement of nano standards must be established.

Some United States government agencies have excellent equipment and research information that start-ups could work with but potential users have problems getting through the bureaucracy. Some specific agencies mentioned are the Departments of Energy, Transportation, and National Institute of Standards and Technology (N.I.S.T).

Measurement of nano materials is a major issue. Some concerns for the future of nanotechnology will be manufacturing the right equipment and tools. Many of the needed support systems do exist. The real production capability and industry that exists today is the Silicon Valley model.

Start-ups may need assistance from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (N.I.S.T) for their infrastructure needs.

There are many potential issues that may require regulation. The bigger nanotechnology players such as Intel and IBM are already active on six committees addressing Standards, Nomenclature, Characterization and other questions where a common vocabulary will be essential.
B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

There is urgent need to develop standards for each aspect of the new nanotechnologies: research, production, products, and waste disposal.

10. Global:

A. Study findings:

The rest of the world is spending more than the United States on research and technology. Competition between China and the United States will increase. There is a need to work to insure that the United States and international policy come together.

We may want to look at Israel as a model. They encourage incubator partnering to bring research from universities to commercialization. There are at least 24 such incubator models that are privately owned.

Another example can be found in New Zealand, with its grant program for nano with equal weights for basic, applied, development and commercialization grants. The same would not be true for U.S.

Export laws are barriers in a global research, development and commercialization world.

Large companies carry on R&D at laboratories and manufacturing plants located in many countries.

It is impossible to predict the next 10 years in the increasingly global economy. That means government policy should improve the overall education for the public and attract more and higher caliber teachers of science, engineering and technology.

There will be heightened international competition, especially with Asian nations. “We can beat the USA” is a sentiment expressed by nanotechnology leaders in some countries.

While this is cited earlier in this report is repeated in this section. The Immigration Bill encumbers the development of the talented workforce we need. We educate foreign nationals and make it difficult for them to stay in the U.S. We are sending experienced and educated workers back to their home countries.
Again, while this is cited earlier in this report it is appropriate to repeat in this section of the report. When we have foreign nationals in our company, they cannot have access to DOD federal labs, including Sandia. That becomes a major problem. We need a workforce and the foreign nationals are available. Otherwise, the U.S. industry will die and Japan could emerge the winner.

In our China operations, we were concerned about our IP (intellectual property issues). We did not take our top technology to our plants over there. International joint ventures, due to their complications, probably would not benefit from most new nanotechnology ventures.

Universities rarely seek international patent protection for their innovations and new small ventures mainly license U.S. patents for their startup period. Faculty public presentations that disclose their inventions before applying for foreign patents would preclude obtaining patent rights in most countries.

The U.S. export control laws require a company to comply with Department of Commerce rules solely because it has a foreign national employee with an H1-B visa, although the company never actually exported its products overseas. This exercise was lengthy, complicated and expensive and had no real purpose.

Most applicants for technical positions at our company are graduating students, usually Ph.D.s, and of these, most are foreign nationals who may not legally work in the U.S. It is expensive for our company to pay legal fees for processing H1-B visa applications in order to recruit from among the very few qualified employees in the U.S. In recent years, there has been a severe restriction on the number of available H1-B visas; this has prevented our company from hiring well qualified individuals already in the U.S. as students.

Nanotechnology is a wide field and barriers to commercialization in Asia-Pacific countries are similar to those existing in the U.S. Asia barriers are less related to FDA clearance procedures and nothing significant in most other aspects, other than working challenges similar to other new technology among the developing countries in Asia. Developed countries in Asia have similar barriers as the U.S., though they appear to be somewhat easier to manage due to smaller government and, hence, faster adjustment to changing circumstances of market and development.

Nanotechnology is, however, different from most new technology by allowing new innovations in many different industries that happen relatively quickly. In the short term, nanotechnology has real economic benefit since it can be combined with other products. The initial primary product of nanotechnology in Asia was mainly instrumentation, similar to U.S. In Asia today, the main development in industrial nanotechnology is in the manufacture of nanotechnology based input materials for consumer products and the value added industry. In Asia,
nanotechnology has become a diversified industry that spreads to many other fields.

Nanotechnology companies in China are relatively large, committed to their nanotechnology divisions, well supported and very active in marketing their products domestically with potentially large markets. Production capacity-wise, they are ready for substantial exports; however, current focus is on testing and refining products and input materials on the fairly large domestic market. China is a powerhouse for manufacturing many products with ample labor and technicians better trained than other in countries.

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

Global concern is growing since about 75% of nanotechnology R&D investment worldwide is done by foreign nations, and even more unknown amounts by private industry, thus making environment, health, and safety all international issues. Foreign competition might surge if they can operate with little regard for these issues.

The U.S. federal and state agencies, academia, the private-sector, other national governments, and international bodies, are considering potential environmental applications and implications of nanotechnology. There is a need to establish an international risk research network and coordination for public safety and health. Every debate over harmonization is about national differences in beliefs about workers, the environment, competitiveness, etc. At the same time, public demand for transparency in the harmonization of standards is likely to be a driving force.

University technology transfer offices should have a heightened sensitivity about export laws and regulations and how these bodies of law could affect university licensing practices.

Nanotechnology products are developing in 15 countries including the U.S., which has the highest number of products. Also participating in the nanotechnology fields are: Korea, Japan, UK, Germany, France, China, Taiwan, Australia, Israel, Finland, Mexico, Switzerland, New Zealand, and Sweden. Nanoscience and nanotechnologies are evolving rapidly, and the pressures of international competition will ensure that this will continue.

Some advantages cited in the argument for collaborating with Asian companies are:

• Abundant human resources
• Excellent facilities (Japan and Korea)
• Advanced technology (Japan, Korea, and Taiwan)
• Dynamic technology and strong market growth
For developing countries, the experts identify the top 10 nanotechnology applications desired would be:

1. Energy: There was a high degree of unanimity in ranking this area number one.
2. Agriculture: Researchers are developing a range of inexpensive nanotech applications to increase soil fertility and crop production and help eliminate malnutrition.
3. Water treatment: Nano-membranes and nano-clays are inexpensive, portable and easily cleaned systems that purify detoxify and desalinate water more efficiently than conventional bacterial and viral filters.
4. Disease diagnosis and screening: Technologies include the "lab-on-a-chip", which offers all the diagnostic functions of a medical laboratory.
5. Drug delivery systems: Technologies include Nano-capsules, dendrimers (tiny bush-like spheres made of branched polymers) and "buckyballs" (soccerball-shaped structures made of 60 carbon atoms) for slow, sustained drug release systems.
6. Food processing and storage: Improved plastic film coatings for food packaging and storage may enable a wider and more efficient distribution.
7. Air pollution remediation: Technologies include nanotech-based innovations that destroy air pollutants with light.
8. Construction: Technologies include nano-molecular structures to make asphalt and concrete more resistant to water; materials to block ultraviolet and infrared radiation.
9. Health monitoring: Nano-devices are being developed to keep track of daily changes in physiological variables such as the levels of glucose, carbon dioxide, and cholesterol without the need for drawing blood in a hospital setting.
10. Disease vector and pest detection control.

Partnering to Access Global Markets: Respondents in a survey indicated the following top six application markets their organizations are pursuing in nanomanufacturing:

1. Nanotechnology Equipment, Logistics and Distribution
2. Electronics and Semiconductors
3. Computing, IT and Telecommunications
4. Aerospace
5. Automotive
6. Chemicals and Process

Organizations are partnering to access global markets in the following top five areas of nanotechnology product development:

1. Semiconductors, nanowires, lithography and printing products
2. Nanostructures, nanotubes and self-assembly
3. Coatings, paints, thin films and nanoparticles
Increased influence by foreign investors – As the technology continues to mature, additional countries will enter the fray, raising the flow of money and, in turn, increasing competition amongst investors. Japan, China, and England are becoming major “heavy hitters” in the nanotechnology market. These foreign firms will play key roles in driving innovative economic activity throughout the 2000’s not only in the U.S. but across the globe. U.S. nanotech investors are urged to create synergistic partnerships with foreign entities when strategically favorable.

11. **Instrumentation and Metrology:**

   **A. Study findings:**

   There is a need for nanotechnology metrology standards.

   **B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:**

   Instrumentation and Metrology are lacking, although vital to the development of the basic terminology and comprehensive nomenclature of nanomaterials. Metrology, the science of measurement, underpins all other nanoscience and nanotechnologies not only because it allows the characterization of materials in terms of dimensions but also in terms of attributes such as electrical properties and mass.

   Universities should ensure broad access to research tools and further open R&D.

   Advanced instrumentation and sophisticated metrology need to be developed to characterize properties of nanomaterials and products. Greater precision in metrology will assist the development of nanoscience and nanotechnologies. Presently there are inadequate characterization and measurement tools and capabilities to enable on-line and in-line monitoring and processing control based on nanoscalar features.

   The first winners in the nanotechnology industry are likely to be the manufacturers of instruments allowing work on a nanoscale. According to market researchers, the nanotechnology tools industry ($245 million in the U.S. alone) will grow by 30% annually over the next few years.

   It will be important to develop instruments to assess exposure to engineered nanomaterials in air and water in next 3-10 years. Tools and devices required
are instrumentation including AFM, ISAM, Molecular Switches, Nanodevices and systems.

Global harmonisation in the field of nanomaterials metrology is of vital importance and is a prerequisite for the development of effective risk management and control policies.

12. Nano-Bio Technology:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

The science and engineering of nanobiosystems is one of the most challenging and fastest growing sectors of nanotechnology. Applications of nanotechnologies in medicine are especially promising and areas such as disease diagnosis, drug delivery targeted at specific sites in the body and molecular imaging are being intensively investigated. Some products are undergoing clinical trials.

Nano-bio markets include: drug delivery, diagnostics, molecular biology, bio-nanodevices and systems, etc.

13. Energy:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

The energy R&D strategies to reach research targets include: Using Interfaces to Manipulate Energy Carriers; Linking Structure and Function at the Nanoscale; Assembly and Architecture; Theory, Modeling, and Simulation for Energy Nanoscience; Scalable Synthesis; Catalysis by Nanoscale Materials.

EPA is actively participating in nanotechnology development and evaluation, funding research through EPA’s Science To Achieve Results (STAR) grant
program, its Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR) program, and performing in-house research in the Office of Research and Development.

Nanotechnology and nanoscience advances are leading to improved energy resources that could be packaged in every conceivable way and location. The long term impact of such packages and eventual disposal in the environment are unknown.

14. **Society:**

   A. **Study findings:**

      (Not applicable)

   B. **The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:**

   Nanotechnology acceptance by the public is subject to: the extent of hyperbole directed at the public, the classes of people with power and wealth compared to others who are helpless, types and extent of issues affecting public health and safety. The public impression generally is that risks from nanotechnology would outweigh the benefits derived.

   Nearly 95% of respondents to a survey wanted a degree of government involvement in the commercialization of nanomanufacturing. This trend is partly due to the aggregate respondents' fear that the U.S. could lose its competitive advantage in future nanotechnology innovations due to the rapid growth of off-shoring of traditional manufacturing and research operations. Other concerns driving such a high response preference could be the executives' belief that the industry needs continued government funding and new policies addressing nanotoxicity and environmental impact. These unprecedented issues merit the government’s proactive leadership in conducting unbiased, “good science” investigations.

   If it is difficult to predict the future direction of nanoscience and nanotechnologies and the timescale over which particular developments will occur; it is even harder to predict what will trigger social and ethical concerns.

   The Singularity (2020 and beyond) is the exponential curve eventually reaching a point where the growth rate becomes almost infinite. At the Singularity, technology continues to advance at exponential rates, a time at which scientific advances aggressively assume their own momentum and accelerate at unprecedented levels, enabling products that today seem like science fiction.
The United Nation’s International Centre for Science and High Technology tackled such issues in February, 2005 at a meeting entitled "North-South" Dialogue on Nanotechnology. The Centre argued that nanotechnology may offer important benefits to developing countries and it is not correct to assume that it is too difficult or too expensive for them.

15. Risk Management:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

An integrated research framework by the U.S. federal government is needed to manage environmental, health and safety issues of many agencies. Federal agencies should provide risk research for nanotechnology regarding environmental, health and safety.

EPA’s mission and mandates are understanding health and environmental implications of intentionally produced nanomaterials. A challenge in evaluating risk associated with the manufacture and use of nanomaterials is the diversity and complexity of the types of materials available and being developed, as well as the seemingly limitless potential uses of these materials.

As an integral part of the innovation and design process of products and materials containing nanoparticles or nanotubes, industry should assess the risk of release of these components throughout the life cycle of the product and make this information available to the relevant regulatory authorities.

From a private insurance company’s perspective more funding for independent research on risk issues is necessary and there should be a dedicated research center supported by government.

The similarity between carbon nanotubes and asbestos fibers has been highlighted by the toxicology community and is an issue of potential concern. Carbon nanotubes exhibit some characteristics that are similar to asbestos fibers with regards to shape, size and bio-persistency. Whether this indicates a similar toxicity is not known at present and research is needed urgently despite the current responsible attitude adopted for their handling in the wider scientific community.
An integrated risk research framework by government is needed to manage nanotechnology environmental, health and safety issues by coordinating many agencies.

17. Environment:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

There is a need to focus efforts on the types of nanoparticles already being used by industry, as these pose the most immediate exposure threat to humans and the environment. Governments and industry should develop models for predicting the potential impact of engineered nanomaterials on the environment and human health, within the next 10 years.

Nanomaterials have promising environmental applications. For example, nanosized cerium oxide has been developed to decrease diesel emissions, iron nanoparticles can remove contaminants from soil and ground water, and nanosized sensors hold promise for improved detection and tracking of contaminants. In these and other ways, nanotechnology presents an opportunity to improve how we measure, monitor, manage, and reduce contaminants in the environment.

Most participants in the study stated that the risk to the public, the environment, and the workforce is presently unknown. It is recommended that factories and research laboratories treat manufactured nanoparticles and nanotubes as if they were hazardous and seek to reduce or remove them from waste streams.

Thus, there is an immediate need to formulate short-term toxicity testing protocols. Here, we believe that some of the approaches used in parallel and combinatorial screening may well have a valuable contribution to make, for at present, toxicologists are not able to keep up with the speed at which the nanotechnologies industries are developing nor to cope with the wide range of forms in which particles of the same materials may be produced.

18. Nanotechnology Materials:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)
B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

Presently there are too few resources to develop and validate methods to evaluate the toxicity of engineered nanomaterials within the next 5-15 years.

Passive nanostructures marketed during 2000-2005 are products that take advantage of the passive properties of nanomaterials, including nanotubes and nanolayers. Simple nanotechnology uses mass production and dispersion of nanomaterials in random fashion, such as catalysts in composites and coatings in textiles. Currently and for next few years, the most important nanomaterials are nano crystals, nano tubes and nano particles.

Multiwall carbon nanotubes’ basic patents have just expired so other companies could begin to commercialize related new products, with increasing manufacturing in low-cost countries.

Much of nanoscience and many nanotechnologies are concerned with producing new or enhanced materials. Such materials include: nanotubes, fullerenes (??), powders, ceramics and chemical manufacturing which includes thin film coatings, nanocomposites, etc.

19. Conflict of Interest:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

An issue universities should anticipate and help to manage better is their technology transfer procedures and related conflicts of interests at all levels involved.

21. Nanotechnology Devices:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:
Nanotechnology applications as devices may include active nanostructures (markets 2005-2010) that change their state during use, responding in predictable ways to the environment around them. There is concern that the public may be wary of such devices and refuse acceptance of them.

Nanoparticles might seek cancer cells and release an attached drug. The use of nanomaterials to construct novel materials, devices and systems calls for a need to precisely fabricate and position nanostructures.

The expanding role of nanoscience and nanotechnologies in the development of information technology was anticipated in the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors, a worldwide consensus document that predicts the main trends in the semiconductor industry up to 2018.

21. Nanotechnology Manufacturing:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

Systems of Nanosystems (markets 2010-2015) are assemblies of nanotools working together to achieve a final goal and may include molecular self-assembly manufacturing. A key challenge is to get the main components to work together within a network, possibly exchanging information in the process.

Manufacturing printed electronic circuits and solar power panel cells is a new strong trend in several countries for 2007. So far, the relatively small numbers of applications of nanotechnologies that have made it through to industrial application represent evolutionary rather than revolutionary advances. Current applications are mainly in the areas of determining the properties of materials, the production of chemicals, precision manufacturing and computing.

Taking a page from the natural process by which patterns are formed in nature on seashells and snowflakes, IBM announced on May 3, 2007 its ability to form trillions of holes to create insulating vacuums around the miles of nano-scale wires packed next to each other inside each computer chip. IBM says testing in its labs has proven that the electrical signals on the chips can flow 35% faster, or the chips can consume 15% less energy, compared to the most advanced chips using conventional techniques. The company says it's the first-ever application of a breakthrough self-assembling nanotechnology to conventional chip manufacturing. "This is the first time anyone has proven the ability to synthesize
mass quantities of these self-assembled polymers and integrate them into an existing manufacturing process with great yield results," said Dan Edelstein, IBM Fellow and chief scientist of the self-assembly air gap project. "By moving self-assembly from the lab to the fab, we are able to make chips that are smaller, faster and consume less power than existing materials and design architectures allow." The new technique to make air gaps by self-assembly skips the masking and light-etching process. Instead, IBM scientists discovered the right mix of compounds which they pour onto a silicon wafer with the wired chip patterns, then bake it. This new technology can be incorporated into any standard CMOS manufacturing line without disruption or new tooling, according to IBM. The self-assembly process was jointly invented by IBM's Almaden Research Center in San Jose, Calif. and the T.J. Watson Research Center in Yorktown, N.Y. The self-assembly process already has been integrated with IBM's manufacturing line in East Fishkill, N.Y. and is expected to be fully incorporated in IBM's manufacturing lines and used in chips in 2009. The chips will be used in IBM's server product lines and, thereafter, for chips IBM builds for other companies. The secret of the breakthrough, says IBM, lies in how the scientists moved the self-assembly process from the laboratory to a production manufacturing environment in a way that can potentially yield millions of chips with consistent, high performance results.

Commercialization of nanotechnology as an important goal by management depends on their type of organization—62% component vendors and suppliers, 57% manufacturers/integrators, 56% contract R&D labs and 52% end-users, reported their organizations place high priority on nanotechnology developments; but 45% respondents from government labs, 30% from the service sector, and 32% respondents from academia stated commercialization goal received medium priority.

The size of an organization generally determines its goal—at least two-thirds of respondents from organizations with 50-100 staff in nanotechnology and nearly 60% of large players in nanotechnology (i.e. corporations with over 100 staff) indicated their organizations place high priority on commercialization of nanotechnology.

22. Related Services:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:
The successful commercial exploitation of advanced nanotechnology products requires unprecedented levels of collaboration (both vertical and horizontal) across many different realms in order to adequately address the inherent complexities associated with the lifecycles of such products.

Nearly 20% of respondents from large (>100 staff) organizations indicated their nanotechnology developments are “strictly internal” efforts, indicating highly proprietary nature of their developments; but nearly 75% of respondents from the smallest (< 10 staff) organizations indicated they rely on external collaborations for pursuing nanotechnology products.

23. Outer Space:

A. Study findings:

(Not applicable)

B. The above findings differ or corroborate related findings from current publicly available reports and studies as summarized below:

Nearly every space program worldwide has found remarkable and successful roles for Micro and Nano Technologies. The development of these technologies have occurred in response to the lighter-weight, smaller-size, less-power-dissipation, lower-cost mantra chanted by those involved with commercial outer-space, aerospace, and military applications. These highly specialized industrial sectors are not directly relevant to general business and consumers.

MNT’s have come to the fore because they're the only technologies that can meet space and defense needs.

CHAPTER 4 CONCLUSION

The conclusions emphasize the most important findings and may extend the findings beyond conditions specific to the project. Specific recommendations are intended to facilitate application of the findings and are accompanied by information on potential benefits that can be expected from using the research study. A plan for implementing the research study is part of the recommendations. The project findings reveal specific areas where further research would be valuable, and these areas are described in this chapter.
Conclusions

Significant barriers to nanotechnology innovation and commercialization can be substantially lowered, and some barriers virtually eliminated, if major steps are taken, including the following:

A) Funding by government and corporations is already "research" biased; more funding is needed for the "development" of products.

B) More sophisticated and early market research is needed to bridge the science culture-to-commercialization gap. Markets and future products must be identified early in the R&D stage, followed by periodic impartial reviews as innovations are transformed into prototypes that are placed into production and finally offered for sale.

C) There is need to establish new federal and state laws and regulations that encourage nanotechnology small and medium business growth, the expansion and novel financing of more multidisciplinary R&D, better intellectual property protection, and development of larger, more sophisticated nanotechnology corporations and venture capital funds.

D) Federal, state and local government support is needed to encourage more networking, strategic alliances and joint ventures for expanding international collaboration involving universities, R&D laboratories, investors, manufacturers and product distributors.

E) Governments should proactively: authorize new laws and regulations that offer tax incentives to encourage safer environment by business; make and promote public purchases of desirable nanotechnology products and services; amend existing regulations to favor certain industrial conduct and outcomes for good public policy; and support more education and training of researchers and workers.

Recommendations

Organize national and regional nanotechnology coordination and promotion centers to accelerate the potential benefits that can be expected by more rapid and efficient use of available resources including funding, cross licensing and patent pooling, risk research, etc.

Suggested research

Further research studies would be invaluable on the subject of international barriers to nanotechnology commercialization, investment and trade.
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